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THE RAFALE DEAL

Indian Air Force (IAF) currently has 30‐32 squadrons of

fi ht l ith h d i ti f d 18 21

for 36 jets (over Rs 1,600 crore per jet). But the government told
Parliament in March 2018 that it was spending Rs 670 crore per
jet, though this figure does not include “India‐specific
enhancements”. Defence expert Ajai Shukla said that thefighter planes, with each squadron consisting of around 18‐21

aircraft. India needs about 40‐42 squadrons to adequately
protect its borders. Also, there are aging issues of the old
fighters. IAF asked for additional fighter jets in 2001 to replace
its MiG‐21s and augment its fleet of Sukhoi 30MKIs. As the
current IAF fleet largely consists of heavy and light‐weight
combat aircraft, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) considered
buying intermediate medium‐weight fighter jets. Hence, the
D f A i iti C il d id d t b 126 i ft i

enhancements . Defence expert Ajai Shukla said that the
contracted price averaged out to Rs 686 crore per aircraft
without the enhancements and Rs 1,063 crore per aircraft with
the enhancements. So, it seems clear that the Modi deal is
much more expensive than the UPA deal. Or rather it’s a multi‐
crore corruption with the taxpayers’ money. Exact comparison
between the two deals, though, is possible only if the
government discloses more details, which it has refused to do,
citing an agreement of secrecy. However, critics pointed thatDefence Acquisition Council decided to buy 126 aircraft in

August 2007. The Initial bidders were Lockheed Martin’s F‐16s,
Boeing’s F/A‐18s, Eurofighter Typhoon, Russia’s MiG‐35,
Sweden’s Saab’s Gripen and Rafale. However, finally two of
them— Typhoon and Rafale — were shortlisted.

On 31 January 2012, MoD announced that Rafale had won
the Medium Multi‐Role Combat Aircraft (MMRCA) competition
as it became the lowest bidder based on life‐cycle cost. Rafales

citing an agreement of secrecy. However, critics pointed that
the agreement covers technical specifications and operational
capabilities, and not pricing.

Secondly, the deal favored a particular business house. The
deal had an offset clause in which Dassault has to ensure that
50% of the Rs 59,000 crore (i.e. about Rs 30,000 crore) gets
invested in the Indian defence system. However, it became
clear that the bulk of that amount will be channeled through
Dassault Reliance Aerospace a Joint Venture (JV) establishedare twin‐engine MMRCA manufactured by Dassault Aviation, a

French firm. Rafale fighter jets are capable to perform a wide‐
range of combat roles such as air supremacy, interdiction, aerial
reconnaissance, ground support, in‐depth strike, anti‐ship strike
and nuclear deterrence. Out of 126 aircrafts, the first 18 were to
be supplied fully built and the remaining 108 were to be
manufactured by the state owned Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) with transfer of technology from Dassault.

Dassault Reliance Aerospace, a Joint Venture (JV) established
between Anil Ambani’s Reliance Aerostructure and Dassault.
“Neither Reliance Defence nor any of its allied companies have
any experience of manufacturing aerospace and defence
equipment. In contrast, HAL has over 60 years of experience in
aircraft manufacturing”, noted some critics. In March 2015, just
one month before Modi’s Paris visit, Anil Ambani’s Reliance
acquired Pipavav Defence. Anil Ambani also attended Modi’s
meeting with defence chief executives in Paris And just two

India and Dassault started negotiations for the contract in
2012. Both India and France witnessed national elections and a
change in government thereafter. However, in April 2015, on a
visit to France, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
surprisingly announced a new deal of 36 Rafale jets, all in fly‐
away (ready to fly) condition. This is in contradiction to the
‘Make in India’ concept and Modi’s announcement that not only
did he want India to stop being the world’s top defence

meeting with defence chief executives in Paris. And just two
weeks after Modi’s announcement, the Anil Ambani‐led ADAG
incorporated a new company – Reliance Aerostructure Ltd. At
the time of the Dassault deal with Ambani, Reliance Defence
had only been around one year and had a debt of Rs 8,000 crore
and losses of Rs 1,300 crore. Also, former French President
François Hollande stated in an interview that India suggested
the Reliance Defence as the offset partner for the deal. Critics
pointed this to be a symbol of crony capitalism

importer but that over the next five years, nearly 70% of the
country’s military needs would come from domestic production.

In January 2016, India and France signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) for acquisition of 36 aircraft and in
September 2016, India and France signed an Inter‐
Governmental Agreement (IGA) – the "Rafale deal" – at a cost of
7.87 billion euro or about 59,000 crore rupees.

The controversy started as the critics pointed that the price

pointed this to be a symbol of crony capitalism.
Although Congress is trying to use the deal for getting

benefit in the 2019 election, one may also remember similar
scam during the Congress era – the Bofors scandal. Moreover,
the Indian defence system is gradually moving into the hands of
the private players, which is a serious concern with respect to
national security. The event also sheds light on the large war
economy which has always been pushed to save the world
capitalism or rather imperialism from its crisis like it did in the
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The controversy started as the critics pointed that the price
was grossly overvalued. The UPA deal was going to cost around
Rs 54,000 crore for 126 aircraft (approx. 430 crore per jet,
though it varies as 18 were to come directly from France and
rest to be built in India), whereas, Modi’s deal is Rs 59,000 crore

capitalism or rather imperialism from its crisis, like it did in the
first and second world wars.



THE 2+2 DIALOGUE
The recently concluded ‘2+2 Dialogue’ witnessed the

Minister of External Affairs and Defense Minister of India
hosting their US counterparts in New Delhi on 6th September,
2018. Apart from making joint statements on issues relating to

century is replete with historical examples of how the ‘military‐
industrial complex’ (MIC) has molded public policy of nations
and devastated the people of those countries. This is inevitable
for capitalism as it tries to come out of stagnation, which is its
natural outcome. The Indian state, which is primarily run by its
comprador bourgeois corporate, bureaucrats and politicians,
h l d i h h d f h i li i
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Pakistan, North Korea, Afghanistan, people‐to‐people ties, etc.,
3 agreements were signed between the 2 parties: i) the
Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement
(COMCASA), ii) ‘hotlines’ between the Foreign and Defense
Ministers of both countries and iii) the 1st tri‐services military
exercises between the 2 countries. Leaders of both countries
have hailed the outcomes of this meeting as historic and one
that will usher in a new era in US‐India relationship.

has played into the hands of these capitalist corporations.
According to Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
(SIPRI), India is the largest arms importer in the world in the
period 2012‐17, accounting for 12% of global arms imports.
SIPRI, in its report, also stated that arms imports from the US
increased by 557% in 2012‐17 compared to that in 2008‐09
period, clearly showing the role of the MIC in its attempts to
come out of recession in the US.

COMCASA is the 3rd among the 4 "foundational"
agreements that the US imposes with its defense partners. India
signed the 1st of the 4 agreements called the General Security
of Military Information Agreement (GSOMIA), with the U.S. in
2002. The agreement enabled the sharing of military
intelligence between the two countries and required each
country to protect the others' classified information. In 2016,
the Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA)

The Indian mass media, controlled through ownership,
advertisements and ideological training, also play into the hands
of the MIC. Popular news channels, almost routinely, try to
convince the Indian masses the impending threat of
neighboring country attacks. This makes it easier for the Indian
state to convince the Indian masses as to why public spending
on basic healthcare, education etc. can be reduced, but military
spending must increase. The lives of the poorest are put att e og st cs c a ge e o a du o g ee e t ( O )

was signed by the two countries. Under the LEMOA the military
of either country is permitted to use the others' bases for re‐
supplying or carrying out repairs. The 3rd agreement COMCASA,
which is an India‐specific version of the Communications and
Information Security Memorandum of Agreement (CISMOA)
that the US has signed with other defense partners, enables the
two countries to share secure communication and exchange
information on approved equipment during bilateral and

stake by depriving them of their material rights, while aiding the
advance of capitalism by benefitting arms producing
corporations.

Successive governments have systematically demolished
public defense institutions such as DRDO and its 50 labs, 5
defense PSUs, 4 shipyards and 41 ordnance factories so as to
make it easy for private capital to penetrate the sector. In the
2+2 Dialogue, it was agreed that negotiations would be begunpp q p g

multinational training exercises and operations. The 4th
agreement, Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement (BECA),
permits the exchange of unclassified and controlled unclassified
geospatial products, topographical, nautical, and aeronautical
data, products and services between India and the US National
Geospatial‐Intelligence Agency (NGA). Though BECA has not
been signed yet, during the signing of LEMOA, the then Defense
Minister Manohar Parrikar stated that India would eventually

on an Industrial Security Annex that would allow Indian private
sector to collaborate with the U.S. defense industry. It is widely
argued that Indian defense labs are incapable of producing
sophisticated research to produce military equipment in a time
bound manner and without cost overruns. To them it must be
asked, how then has ISRO, which is a public institution,
accomplished the world’s cheapest lunar mission, or how has
the Prime Minister confidently committed in public that ISROy

sign the remaining agreements.
The 2+2 Dialogue cannot be seen as an isolated meeting,

rather as a small step towards a greater establishment of US
hegemonic control over India and also the Indo‐Pacific region. It
paves the way for using huge sums of public money towards the
purchase of arms and equipments manufactured by US‐based
corporations. It also ensures that India’s military interests are
absolutely aligned with that of the US thereby closing down any

will carry out its 1st manned mission to space by 2022. The
perceptions of incapability of public research institutions
propagated widely are nothing but a farce.

The outcome of the 2+2 Dialogue, when seen in
conjunction with other such meetings with the US to establish
the 4 ‘foundational’ agreements, severely compromises the
sovereignty of India. Effectively, the US will have a clear
understanding of arms and equipments that it has sold to India,
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absolutely aligned with that of the US, thereby closing down any
possibility of disagreement on major issues – a complete
surrender of sovereignty of this country.

The US realizes the importance of India as an arms market
and a strategic base to counter the ever increasing influence of
China, especially in the Indo‐Pacific region. The 20th and 21st

g q p ,
making it extremely difficult to use it against them if the need
arises. This overdependence would take away India’s right to
dissent with any major decision that the US might be taking to
further their interest for fear of an imminent US attack as has
happened in various countries in the world.



AADHAAR VERDICT – SEIZING THE Aadhaar cards, UIDAI refused to disclose the number of fake or
d li A dh d i i l i Gi h fREMAINING RIGHTS

The Supreme Court of India, in its final verdict on Aadhaar

Act 2016, upheld the constitutional validity of it, but put some
restrictions on its use. In a nutshell, it can be said that the
people have managed to gain some relief from the
indiscriminate linking of Aadhaar to here and there, but, at the
cost of sacrificing their right to choose to be a part of this

duplicate Aadhaar cards in circulation. Given the state of
security loopholes such as these and the lack of transparency
from UIDAI and from the government, one may naturally ask –
on what basis the apex court is becoming so optimistic in
ensuring peoples’ right of privacy against the threat of
surveillance and profiling of individuals?

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court is trying to evade this
question by insisting that the Aadhaar will be used to provide

cost of sacrificing their right to choose to be a part of this
Aadhaar‐based authentication system. The relieving aspect of
the verdict is – the Aaadhaar linking to the bank accounts, SIM
cards, school admissions, NEET, UGS, CBSE etc. is no more
mandatory. The private companies cannot force their
consumers to link their Aadhaar numbers, and cannot disable a
service if it is not linked. However, the verdict mandated to link
this with PAN card. Also, for IT returns and to avail government
welfare schemes one must link his/her 12‐ digit Aadhaar

welfare services. By doing this, at one hand it is admitting that
even after the 70 years of so‐called independence the welfare
services of the state have not reached to the marginalized
people. On the other hand, by forcing the people to believe that
Aadhaar is the only way of providing welfare services, the apex
court is trying its best to veil the massive failures of the present
government to devise a less intrusive measure other than
biometric authentication. The people has already lost all the

welfare schemes one must link his/her 12‐ digit Aadhaar
number. Therefore, the fundamental questions raised by the
petitioners are still there, unanswered and strangely evaded by
this verdict.

In this 4:1 verdict given by the five judge bench, justice
Chandrachud was the dissenter, who re‐iterated the concerns
regarding the negative aspects of Aadhaar, such as potential
chance of surveillance, privacy of the citizens, erroneous
exclusion of the people and above all passing Aadhaar as

fundamental rights such as right to education, right to health,
and now even the right to dissent in this current fascist regime.
In spite of seizing the remaining rights such as right to privacy,
right to choose while receiving the welfare services, the apex
court should enforce a true democratic system. The people are
still waiting for the ‘achhe din’ when they will see the promises,
which were made five years back by the present Prime Minister,
are fulfilled. Even, the present regime had consistently violated

exclusion of the people, and above all passing Aadhaar as
Money Bill, which, according to him, is nothing but a fraud on
the Constitution. The court has struck down some provisions of
the Aadhaar Act to ensure that Aadhaar will not turn into a
surveillance tool. However, that does not limit the chances of
doing so. Events like leakage in the verification log, and
especially in a scenario where Aadhaar is linked into various
databases, are potentially dangerous, as unauthorized use of
this information can be used to re construct individual profiles

the previous Aadhaar verdicts, such as the verdict of August
2015, which instructed the Modi‐government to restrain from
expanding Aadhaar beyond the public distribution system for
food grains and cooking fuel. In 2013, the apex court had said –
“No person should suffer for not getting an Aadhar card”.
However, the reality is different. According to a survey
conducted in Jharkhand’s Ranchi district in 2017, around 20%
local people, who do not have Aadhaar cards, are suffering

this information can be used to re‐construct individual profiles
of the citizen, which is undoubtedly against the right to privacy
and poses potential surveillance threats. Right now, there is no
strong measure to check unauthorized accesses. During the last
couple of years we have seen several incidents that go against
the UIDAI claim of biometric data being safe. A French security
researcher pointed the security lapses in the mAadhaar app that
can potentially allow attackers to access the demographic data
of the citizens from Aadhaar database An IIT graduate was

starvation after the biometric authentication was made
compulsory in ration shops. In April 2017, due to this Aadhaar
dispute, the government had deleted 90 lakhs job cards, by
tagging them fake. However, an RTI response revealed that only
4% of the deletions were fake card holders. Even, the failure
rate of Aadhaar‐based authentication is 0.232%, which amount
to 27.6 lakh beneficiaries who can be excluded anytime because
of authentication errors.

of the citizens from Aadhaar database. An IIT graduate was
arrested for illegally accessing the Aadhaar database in August
2017. Even, against an RTI query, it was reported by the UIDAI
that about 210 government websites made the Aadhaar details
public on the Internet. Three Gujarat‐based websites were also
found disclosing Aadhaar numbers. A website run by Jharkhand
Directorate of Social Security leaked Aadhaar details of about
1.6 million people living in Jharkhand. The most recent and the
most horrible case was the report telling that one can get access

Therefore, who is going to take the responsibility of such
mass exclusion from the government’s welfare benefits? Or, is it
an attempt to elude responsibilities in the name of
authentication failures? Is this recent verdict not contradicting
the 2013‐statement of the apex court? Who will ensure and
how it will be ensured that the biometric data will not be used
for surveillance to target dissenters, which has become a
regular practice in this present regime? Here, justice
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most horrible case was the report telling that one can get access
to the Aadhaar data by paying just Rs. 500., and to get
someone’s Aadhaar card printed he/she has to spend Rs. 300
more. In spite of looking into this severe issue, UIDAI lodged a
police complaint against the journalist. Even, last year, when a
gang in Kanpur was detected to run a racket of generating fake

Chandrachud has rightly concluded the whole event that –
“Democracy survives when constitutional institutions are
vibrant”. However, it seems from the recent developments in
constitutional institutions, followed by this verdict, that mere
survival of democracy has become difficult in this regime.



HIS MAJESTY’S COMPANION –
HEDGEWAR

“A great son of Mother India” – was the phrase used by

on September 1927, the RSS led a communal riot in Nagpur,
against the Muslims. One can notice the sudden increase in the
membership of RSS after this riot. Even, in 1930, the RSS did not
participate in the country‐wide civil disobedience movement
against the British. In his lifetime, Hedgewar was jailed twice.

former President Pranab Mukherjee to describe K. B. Hedgewar,
the founder of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), when
he visited his birthplace, on 7th June 2018. In a time, when the
Sangh Parivar is all out to set itself as the only credible authority
to approve what is national and what is not, and even the
former President belonging to the opposition party is also out
to worship people like Hedgewar openly, then it is the need of
the hour to dig out the truths associated with these people. In

g , g j
For the Sangh Parivar, it is an uncomfortable fact that he was
imprisoned for the first time for giving an inflammatory speech
in support of the Khilafat Movement (1920‐21), when he was an
active Congressman. The second and also the last time he was
jailed by the British government for taking part in Gandhi’s Salt
Satyagraha (1930). It was an interesting personal act by
Hedgewar, as he already sent information everywhere that RSS
will not participate in the Satyagraha. Therefore, his arrest was

this article, let us explore Hedgewar’s activities during the
turbulent times of anti‐British struggle.

Hedgewar founded the RSS at Nagpur on 27th September
1925. It is well‐known that he was deeply influenced by the
philosophy propagated in the book ‘Hindutva’ (1923), written
by V. D. Savarkar, with whom he met in 1924 at Ratnagiri Jail to
discuss regarding the formation of RSS. Before proceeding
further, we must discuss the background. In 1922, in a peak

p p y g ,
not due to his ideological commitment to the cause of the
movement. Rather, it is explicitly mentioned in his biography
published by the RSS that his intention was to get arrested, so
that he could break the ranks of the Congress cadre by
poisoning their minds with anti‐Muslim communal propaganda
and influence them to cooperate with the RSS in future. After
coming out of prison Hedgewar criticized Gandhi for his views
on Hindu‐Muslim unity. After adopting Purna Swaraj as its

moment of the non‐cooperation movement, Gandhi took a
reactionary decision to abandon it, as it was crossing the
restriction of non‐violence, which he imposed on the
movement. Rather, the fierce attitude of people at Chauri
Chaura incident was a clear sign telling that the people of India
were even ready to face hostile confrontations to uproot the
British rule. The sudden suspension of this movement created
two opposite stream of activities. At one hand, the true

y p g j
national goal, Congress decided to observe January 26, 1930 as
Independence Day by displaying and honoring the Tricolor,
which by then was considered as the symbol of united national
movement against the British. However, in response to this,
Hedgewar issued a circular to all the RSS shakhas to worship the
Saffron flag in place of the Tricolor.

In this context, it is worth mentioning that in the Congress,
Hedgewar was very close to the extreme rightwing Hindu

revolutionaries established Hindustan Republican Association
(HRA), whose objective was to create a “Federated Republic of
the United States of India by an organized and armed
revolution”. On the other hand, people like Hedgewar were
busy in giving the final shape to the RSS. A contemporary
speech of Hedgewar, which was quoted in his biography ‘Keshav
Sanghnirmata’, says – “The yavan‐snakes [Muslims] reared on
the milk of Non‐cooperation were provoking riots in the nation

Hedgewar was very close to the extreme rightwing Hindu
Mahasabha leader B. S. Moonje. Moonje was the ideological
mentor of Hedgewar. Moonje was also against the Hindu‐
Muslim unity and was rather willing to go in for limited
cooperation with the British. Earlier, Moonje served the British
force as a doctor in the Boer war – an imperial war to establish
British influence on South Africa. He also had a friendly contact
with the fascist regime of Italy under Mussolini. Being the co‐
founder of RSS, he was an instrumental figure in strengthening

with their poisonous hissing.” In August 1925, the famous
Kakori train robbery that shattered the British rule, was
executed by Ram Prasad Bismil and Ashfaquallah Khan, who
were Hindu and Muslim, respectively, by religion, but known to
the whole world as brave revolutionary members of HRA.
However, it is an irony that, just one month after this robbery,
the “great son of Mother India” Hedgewar founded the RSS to
assist the British rulers directly and indirectly. He even mocked

founder of RSS, he was an instrumental figure in strengthening
the intrinsic fascist attitude within the RSS and at the same time
in extending military support to the British rulers. Moonje was a
key person in forming the Bhonsala Military School in Nasik in
1937, with British help and having an aim of training Hindu
youths and encouraging them to join British army.

The Sangh‐literature and the speeches of Sangh‐stalwarts
are sufficient enough to expose themselves. It is an irony or may
be a shame that even the biography of Hedgewar published by
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and criticized the true revolutionaries by saying – “Patriotism is
not only going to prison. It is not correct to be carried away by
such superficial patriotism.”

In 1927, when the whole country was protesting Simon
Commission, the RSS intentionally kept itself out of this. Rather,

be a shame, that even the biography of Hedgewar published by
the RSS is forced to admit that – “After establishing the Sangh,
Doctor Saheb [Hedgewar] in his speeches used to talk only of
Hindu organization. Direct comment on Government used to be
almost nil.” The fascist Sangh Parivar can go to any extent to
suppress rational voices, but they cannot suppress the History.



“MIDNIGHT RAPE OF THE SANCTITY 
OF MANIPUR UNIVERSITY” 
- A decades-old trend of the Indian state 
in Manipur
A

The extensive militarization of Indian armed forces has led to
widespread human rights violations, civilian casualties,
extrajudicial executions, arbitrary killings, enforced
disappearances, sexual harassment etc. with lack of accountability
for the violations by the Indian Army officials operating under
AFSPA since years. Although, the Congress has correctly stated

As stated by MUSU and MUTA, it was a “midnight rape of

the sanctity of Manipur University” on 20th September 2018. The
varsity was raided in the middle of the night by armed police
forces and CRPF. The raid continued till the afternoon of
September 21st . The students of every boys’ hostel were
harassed, mock bombs, tear gas shell were used, internet services
were cut down, and 89 students along with 6 faculty members
were arrested. All these actions were taken on the basis of a

the midnight raid of MU as “a new facet of fascism”, their clear
intent is just to throw the fact into oblivion that it was the
Congress regime which ran the fascist rule of terror in Manipur
since decades. It was Congress who enacted fascistic laws like
AFSPA and have suppressed all kind of dissent in Manipur.

Over the years there have been countless rapes, encounter
deaths and other atrocities by armed forces personnel, with the
culprits protected by AFSPA against judicial processes. According

h fi d il bl i P li d ll d b hsingle FIR lodged by a single person, Professor K. Yugindro Singh.
Prof. Singh became the VC in‐charge by the virtue of his

being appointed as pro‐VC, illegally, by the suspended VC Prof.
Adya Prasad Pandey, against whom there were charges of
committing administrative and financial irregularities. The
students, faculty, and staffs of MU were agitating since May 30th
demanding the resignation of Pandey who is an ex‐faculty
member of Banaras Hindu University (BHU) and is reportedly very

to the figures made available in Parliament and collected by the
NHRC, between 2004‐05 and 2013‐14, a staggering 1,654 persons
were killed in encounters. That is, approximately, one death in an
encounter every second day. A parallel trend of custodial death
shows that from 2013‐14 till June 2016, while 470 persons died in
police custody, another 1,358 filed complaints of torture by police
personnel. This, of course, is a very conservative estimate as many
people may not have complained. There are reports of 1,528
extra‐judicial killings in Manipur from 2000 to 2012 by the Indian

close to home minister Rajnath Singh and PM Modi. The
movement led his suspension by MHRD, but to continue his
control, he appointed Singh as his replacement. As the process
went against the institute statutes which do not provide
discretion to the VC to appoint a pro‐VC single‐handedly, that too
when he is under suspension, the university community resisted.
The students said that, as they did not want to humiliate Prof.
Singh and Pandey who entered into the campus with armed

it l th h d ti i l d

extra‐judicial killings in Manipur from 2000 to 2012 by the Indian
army units and police commandos. Moreover, the militarization
also adds formidable pressure on communities’ agriculture, forest
land, and water sources. Villagers have continuously resisted
conversion of prime agricultural land and forest land into army
camps and military establishments. Recently such protests against
this fascist establishment were held in September 2017 in Sekmai
area.

Throughout the period since 1958 protest against AFSPA andsecurity personnel, they had a conversation in a closed room as
suggested by Singh himself; but police were mischievously
misinformed that they have been confined in a room for 2‐3
hours and harassed. The reported misinformation is the basis on
which the FIR has been lodged and raids were conducted without
even a preliminary probe to crosscheck and verify the allegations.

Other than the fact that there are reports in the media that
Pandey had been selected precisely for a saffronizing mission of
the MU and he is close to the power corridors of Delhi and the

Throughout the period since 1958 protest against AFSPA and
state repression had been the predominant issue of democratic
people's movement in Manipur. Recently in July 2017, students of
MU protested the continued military deployment inside the
university which hampered their academic life and freedom.
Through the protest of naked middle‐aged women under the
banner of “Indian Army Rape Us” against the infamous rape and
murder of Manorama by 17 Assam Rifles personnel in 2004, the
16 year long fast of Irom Sharmila against AFSPA, the continuous

the MU and he is close to the power corridors of Delhi and the
RSS, the raid of 20th September should be seen in the light of
decades‐long repression of the Indian state on the people of
Manipur that has been carried out by purchasing arms and
recruiting soldiers using taxpayer's money.

In November 2017, the RSS‐BJP government of Manipur
voluntarily extended the Disturbed Area tag of the state, a
precondition for promulgation of the draconian Armed Forces
Special Powers Act 1958 (AFSPA) an instrument to suppress the

and consistent protests of the Meira Paibis (literally, women who
carry flaming torches) against the continued state repression, the
people of Manipur have exposed the undemocratic and fascist
nature of the Indian “democracy”. In continuation with the
history of fascistic repression by the expansionist Indian state in
the guise of upholding peace and national security, the midnight
incident only shows that the academic community, including
faculty and students are not outside the reign of terror. Thus, the

t t f MU t d t d th i fi ht i t th
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Special Powers Act, 1958 (AFSPA) an instrument to suppress the
ongoing indigenous peoples’ Self Determination movements.
AFSPA permits suspension of non‐derogable rights, like the ‘Right
to Life’, ‘Right to Justice Remedy’ etc. and grants extraordinary
powers to shoot and kill at will simply on the ground of suspicion
that the person is a threat to law and order to the armed forces.

current movement of MU students and their fight against the
repressive measures on the academic community should be seen
as a part of the broader movement of the people of Manipur for
democracy and should receive support and solidarity from the
progressive‐democratic sections of the society.
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